Fun Parking a Blimp
Episode 13
Pilot Season
A Day with Uncle FunBuck

Mailman Opening Scene
The show opens with a mail man walking down the sidewalk towards Elaina’s house. While the
mail man is walking up the sidewalk, we see Carrol sitting on her front porch eagerly awaiting
the mailman to visit. The mailman makes the turn up Elaina’s sidewalk and Carrol sees him and
is excited. Carrol stands up and asks the mailman “is it here?! Is it here?! Do you have it today?”

And the mailman looks up, see’s Carrol on the front porch and stops, then looks down in his
pouch, shuffles through his mail, an he will find a letter with a picture of Uncle FunBuck on it.
The mailman will pull the letter out, hold the letter up, and asks “is this what you are looking
for?” Halle will say “it’s here! It came! My show is here! My show is here! The mail man will
give the letter (with a DVD on it) and Elaina says “Thank you! Thank you!” and then turns and
runs into the house.

When Carrol gets into the house, she starts to yell to her Dad “Dad!!! Dad!!! It’s here!! My show
came today!!!” You will see Carrol run through the house and we will film her coming into the
kitchen and finding her Dad, yelling excitedly “It’s here! It’s here! My show came in the mail
today!” Then Dad will say “That’s great Carrol! I say we watch right now!”

We will film the whole family getting together on the couch in the living room. Then Carrol puts
the DVD in the player and hits start.

Then the camera will zoom into the TV and then the theme song of the show opening will start.

This is the last scene of the opening sketch.

Meet and Greet
The scene opens with Dad and Carrol coming over to Uncle FunBuck’s house, with Buck on the
front porch sitting on a rocking chair. Buck will be reading a book All About Blimps when Dad
and Carrol walk up the steps. Buck put’s the book down and says “Well Hello” and Dad and
Carrol walk up onto the front porch. Buck meets Dad and Carrol and asks Carrol if he likes
Blimps, and Carrol says “Blimps? The big blimps? Yes”. And Buck says “Well that’s just great,
because I have a HHUUGGHH doughnut surprise for you, an outing to a place I’ve never been
before and I rrreeeaaalllyyy think you are going to like it”. Buck then turns to Dad and says “OK
Dad, we will be gone for a little while and I will see you when we get back.” Dad says “you got
it!”. And Buck and Carrol walk down the steps and across the yard to where they meet Tank.

When Buck and Carrol reach the side yard, they will stop, Buck will look down and ask “are you
ready to meet Tank?” and Carrol will shake his head yes and Buck will say “OK, I’ll call him” and
Buck turns his head toward the garage, puts his fingers in his mouth and makes two quick
whistles. Then Buck turns his head down to Carrol and says “here he comes!”

After meeting Tank, Buck and Carrol go and get Grump.

After meeting Grump, we get in Tank and we are off to Bowman Field. When we arrive at
Bowman Field, in the parking lot next to the old control tower, we see the Goodyear bus and the
Goodyear semitractor trailer. Tank pulls up next to them and Goodyear Joe comes out of the
bus and walks over to meet us in Tank.

Goodyear Joe says Hi to Tank and all of us while we are still in Tank, and then he explains that
the blimp will be here in a short while and we are going to go out into the airfield and set things
up. But before Tank can go onto F.A.A. grounds, he needs to have a yellow beacon light (Joe
holds up a light) on him so he can be seen by the airplanes. Goodyear Joe reaches up and he
places a flashing yellow beacon light on Tank. Now the Bus, the semi and Tank all have yellow
flashing lights. Joe says “just follow us and we will see you on the other side of the airfield”. Joe
gets in the Bus and we proceed into Bowman Field.
We follow the bus and rig around the runway and over to a clearing in the North West corner of
the airfield and we see the Bus and rig stop and park. Tank pulls up next to the bus and Joe gets
out and we all meet.

After introductions are over, Joe looks at his watch and says “just what I thought.
Right on time. Look up everyone.” And right over the trees we see the Goodyear
Blimp flying in low over the trees. (This is going to be way cool! ) Joe says “watch
close everyone, the pilot is going to make a test landing. He is going to point the nose
of the blimp towards the ground and practice his landing approach”. And we see the
gigantic Blimp take a nose dive.

As the Blimp comes down lower, Joe says “Buck, Carrol, do you see the ropes hanging
from the front of the Blimp? Those are mooring ropes, and when we park the Blimp,
we are going to go out and grab those ropes and pull in the Blimp.” Buck and Carrol
look at each other excitedly and say “cool!”
Then Joe says “OK now you are going to see the pilot of the Blimp take the Blimp back
up for another go around for another practice landing approach”. As we see the
Blimp take off, Joe says “quick! Look up!” and we see the pilot slide open the gondola
window, stick his/her head out and then wave at us! Buck and Carrol wave back.
“OK” Joes says, “are you ready to set things up?” We nod yes and Joe says “I would
like to show you everything we need to set up the mooring mast so we can park the
Blimp.” We move over to the back of the tractor trailer and we see the Goodyear Guys
lift up the door on the truck and start to unload all the equipment. Joe tells us about
everything we see.

We will see all the Goodyear Guys work in concert setting things up and Joe explains
everthing we see coming out of the truck. “Those are the anchor spikes. There are 36
of them that are screwed into the ground to anchor the mooring mast. That is the
two-man tool we use to screw the anchor spikes into the ground. Those three big
sections of pole make up the mooring mast. We put those together and the mast
sticks up 80 feet into the air and that is what we connect the Blimp onto.”
Once everything is unpacked and laid out on the ground, the crew begins driving the
anchor screws into the ground.

Then Joe explains “we screw all 36 of these 10 feet into the ground so we can firmly
anchor the mooring mast to the ground. Then we lay out all 36 cables, and these are
what we use to tie the mooring mast to the anchors.” And we see the Goodyear
Guys/Gals laying out all the cables getting them ready to attach them to the mast.
The we see the Goodyear Guys bring over the three sections of the mast and begin to
connect them together. I’m not sure how they do this, but Joe will explain how they
are assembled, I’m sure”. The we see the mooring mast erected and connected to all
of the cables, and we see a fully assembled mooring mast ready for the Blimp. Then
we see the Blimp come over the trees again getting ready for a landing.

The pilot brings the Blimp into position in the wind and lowers the nose to make a
dive down towards the ground where the mooring mast is located. We see ALL of the
Goodyear Guys go out and get ready to grab the mooring ropes. Joe says “Buck,
Carrol, come on out and you can help pull the Blimp down”. Buck and Carrol walk
out to the Goodyear Guys and we join them and get ready for the Blimp to come
down. The pilot steers the Blimp down, the engines roar but then we hear them idle
down, and as soft as ever this ABSOLUTELY HUGE blimp comes down gentle as a
feather, and all the Goodyear Guys start to pull down the Blimp. (Of course there will
be no wind whatsoever on this day!) Joe says “Buck, Carrol, grab hold” and we grab
the mooring ropes and pull the Blimp down.

Next we see the Goodyear Guys, Buck and Carrol get the Blimp low enough to grab
onto the hand rail on the gondola and we pull the Blimp down. The engines turn off
and the Goodyear Guys, Buck and Carrol grab hold.
Once the Blimp is all down, Joe explains how they actually connect the Blimp onto the
mooring mast. I guess a few Goodyear Guys take the mooring ropes and climb up to
the top of the mooring mast and they secure the Blimp to the mast. I hope we can get
a camera on the mechanism so we can actually hear a “click” when the nose of the
Blimp actually locks onto the mooring mast.

After the Blimp is locked into place, we see the guy climb down from the ladder on the
mast, wipe his hands off and say “that’s how you park a Blimp”.
Then we walk over to the Gondola and we see the door open up. Then a little ladder
is lowered down, and very carefully we see the pilot come down the stairs backwards.
Once on the ground the pilot comes over, but before the pilot says anything, the pilot
holds up a finger as if to tell us to wait a minute, and we see the pilot straining to find
something in the front pocket of his pants. We see the pilot REALLY digging around
for something, then you hear him say “aahhhh haaaaa” and the pilot finds a quarter,
holds it up, and walks over to a very special parking meter we have had made that
says “Blimp Parking Meter”. And the pilot inserts his quarter and you see and hear
the old fashioned parking meter arm raise up as if he has 30 minutes. The the pilot
says “hey, does anyone else have any quarters? I don’t want to get a ticket”. He He

The pilot, smiling, walks over and meets Buck, Carrol and Grump and we have a stop
and chat about the Blimp. Then we say a great big Thank you and goodbye to the
Pilot, Goodyear Joe and all the Goodyear Guys, get back in Tank and we head home.
The show ends when Buck and Carrol arrive at home and meet the parent and Buck
signs off the show.
*We need 2 parent challenges
*The alternate ending could be something cute like this and only if Goodyear OK’s the
story:
When the pilot comes over for a stop and chat about the Blimp, Carrol asks the pilot
questions that she has. One of the questions is “do you ever take up people in the
Blimp” and the pilot says “yes. We do. But we only take news reporters up for rides.”
And you see Carrol’s face go from super excited to looking down dejectedly. Then

Buck bends down and whispers something in Carrol’s ear, and you see Carrol’s face
brighten up big time. And then you hear Carrol say to the pilot “Mr. Pilot, I sometimes
report for our school newspaper, and I would love to write a report about your
Blimp”.
Then you see the Pilot smile and scratch his head. “Well then, why don’t you and
Buck come back tomorrow and I can answer all of your questions you might have
about a Blimp and we can go up for a ride”!
Then we see Carrol jump up and down she is so happy!
Then we say good bye to Goodyear Joe, the Pilot and all the Goodyear Guys and we get
in Tank and go home. As we are driving in Tank back to the house, Buck turns his seat
around and faces Carrol and gives Elaina a pad of paper and a pencil and says “Don’t
you think you should start writing down some questions you would like the pilot to
answer?” and Carrol say “yyyeeeesssss” and Buck hands her the pad and paper and
she starts writing. Buck says “I would ask him how fast the blimp goes, how high the
blimp goes,” and Buck says to himself “what would a big kid do?” and ask him if he
has ever dropped water balloons on anyone”!!!
When we go the next day, Buck will bring a cooler with him on board and Buck will
say that he has drinks for everyone, but Buck won’t mention that he has a few water
balloons inside the cooler as well.
When we come home from our ride in the Blimp, and as the Blimp makes all of it’s
practice runs, Buck opens one of the windows and lets a water balloon out, and we
see the water balloon sail downward and land right on top of Tank!! And we hear
Tank’s aahhhoooooooggggggggaaaaaaa horn scream and we then see an asleep
Grump in Tank jump up all startled from the loud BBBAAANNNGGGG from the water
balloon hitting Tank’s top!!! He He He

